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PAD-VFLOATM

This heavy-duty magnetic mount is the ideal tablet holder for use on refrigerators, 
file cabinets, cubicle panels, and other iron-based or steel surfaces around the 
home, office, or commercial kitchen – any place where counter space is hard to 
find. The powerful heart of this mount is a small-but-mighty super-strong magnet 
that can hold an extraordinary amount of weight. This kit includes CTA’s popular 
Universal Locking Enclosure, which features a powerful lock-and-key security 
system. The enclosure can be mounted either vertically or horizontally and is 
designed to allow interior cable routing so that your device remains charged while 
in use. The enclosure’s mounting holes are in a standard 75mm x 75mm VESA 
pattern, allowing easy interfacing with the magnetic mount. For additional security, 
this product comes with an include cable lock with lock slot. Simply loop the cable 
around a permanent fixture and insert the end into the slot on the enclosure. This 
kit is compatible with iPad 7th/ 8th/ 9th Gen 10.2-inch, iPad Pro 11-inch, iPad Air 4, 
Galaxy Tab S2 9.7-inch, Lenovo Tab 4, Surface Go, and more. 

Features:
•Strong magnets in the back of the device work 
with any flat, iron-based steel surface
•VESA mount works with any compatible 75 x 75- 
or 100 x 100-millimeter device cases
•Soft rubber accents to prevent scuffing
•Heavy-duty locking holder with durable black 
finish
•Portrait or landscape mounting
•The holder connects to the magnet via a VESA 
75-mm x 75mm capable mount and plate
•Compatible with iPad 10.2” (7th & 8th Genera-
tion), 11” iPad Pro (2018), iPad Air 4, iPad Gen. 
5-6, iPad Pro 9.7, iPad Pro 10.5, iPad Air Gen. 1-3, 
Galaxy Tab A 9.7”, Galaxy Tab S2 9.7”, Galaxy Tab 
S3 9.7”, Galaxy Tab 3 10.1”, and Galaxy Tab 4 
10.1”, Galaxy Tab A 10.1" (2019), Lenovo Tab 4, 
Surface Go, Galaxy Tab S5E, Zebra Tablets, and 
more

Specifications:
•Magnetic mount dimensions: 4.6 x 4.6 x 
2.3-inches
•Security holder dimensions: 12.1 x 9.44 x 0.95 
inches
•Weight: 5.92lbs.

Package contents:
(1) Magnetic wall mount
(1) Locking tablet enclosure
(1) Locking cable
(2) Keys
(2) Cable keys
(1) Set of foam tablet adapters
(1) Set hardware
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”For iPad 10.2 (7th-9th gen), 11-inch iPad Pro, iPad Air 4 and more“


